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The Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory (SWGO) is the next-generation gamma-ray
observatory, currently in an R&D phase. The experiment is expected to have a large array of water
Cherenkov detectors (WCD) placed at a high elevation (> 4.4 km a.s.l.) in South America. Here
we present a WCD concept with reduced surface area and height of stations comprising four PMTs
at the bottom. We show that it is possible to reach an excellent gamma/hadron discrimination by
analysing the data gathered by this station with machine learning techniques. Such performance
can be achieved by analysing the shower patterns at the ground or through the PMTs signal time
structure to tag muons. Moreover, it is shown that the station’s performance does not depend on
the array configuration (dense or sparse) nor on the shower inclination (\ < 40◦). Such a concept
reduces the cost associated with the transport of massive amounts of water to high elevation sites
while keeping a high physics performance. Therefore, it could be a good candidate station for
SWGO, enabling to reach good sensitivities from low energies (∼ 100GeV) up to the PeV region,
covering large ground surface areas (few square km).
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1. Introduction

Very-high-energy gamma-rays are essential to understand our surrounding Universe. With the
discovery ofmultimessenger events such as the detection of gravitationalwaveswith electromagnetic
counterparts [1] and the simultaneous detection of very-high-energy neutrinos and gamma-rays from
a blazar [2], and the observation of ultrahigh-energy photons surpassing the PeV [3], it becomes
essential to havewide field-of-view gamma-ray observatories able to survey the sky permanently and
covering an energy range going from 100GeV up to the PeV.Moreover, it is of the utmost importance
that this experiment is able to survey the Southern Hemisphere sky, where the Galactic Center is
located, and be complementary to the powerful but, with narrow field-of-view, Cherenkov Telescope
Array [4]. The Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory (SWGO) [5] is a collaboration with
a well-defined R&D plan to design an experiment that is planned to be placed in South America
at an altitude greater than 4400m above the sea level. To cover from the lowest up to the highest
energy, the experiment needs to have a compact array of 80 000 m2 and a sparser array covering
the biggest possible area allowed by the experiment budget. SWGO station unit will be water
Cherenkov detectors (WCD). TheWCD is sensitive to the secondary shower particles, including the
secondary photons essential to be measured when targeting the lowest energies (∼ 100GeV). It is a
technology that has been shown to be successfully used by many experiments of this kind [3, 6, 7].
However, the exact design of the station is still being studied to cope with the demanding experiment
requirements. In this work, we argue that a small-WCD with four photomultipliers (PMTs) at the
bottom can be a good candidate station for SWGO, fulfilling all the requirements.

2. The WCD station

The design of a water Cherenkov detector station for a gamma-ray ground observatory needs
to cope with stringent physics requirements to be able to accurately reconstruct the gamma induced
extensive air shower. Such a station needs to have a good trigger efficiency to the shower secondary
particles that reach the ground. The arrival time of these particles has to be measured with a
good time resolution, typically of the order of a few nanoseconds. And last but not least, the
reconstructed showers have to be identified as having been produced by gamma-rays while not
to be mistaken with the huge cosmic ray background. One of the most efficient ways to do this
is to identify the presence of muons, which are highly suppressed in electromagnetic showers.
The need to tag muons with the water Cherenkov principle led to large stations, like the HAWC
tanks, where the electromagnetic particles are rapidly attenuated, producing small signals, while
the muons would traverse the whole tank producing a large signal. Another proposed option is to
have two independent layers of measurement where the muon is identified by combining the signal
recorded in both layers [8, 9]. In this work, we propose to exchange the large volume of water and
the complexity of the station structure by the number of photosensors. Muons would be identified
by exploring the signal asymmetry between photomultipliers (PMTs), which is larger for muons
than for electromagnetic particles.

The station was designed such that the signal asymmetry caused by a vertical muon is maximal
while ensuring a complete signal coverage (signal uniformity). The area of the stations is a parameter
that should be optimised, taking into account the array’s physics performance and the station cost.
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In this work, we have considered cylindrical tanks with a base diameter of 4 m as a reasonable
compromise (for reference, the LHAASO WCD has an area of 25 m2).

For stations with a base diameter of 4 m, the water height and the distance of the PMTs to the
tank centre, APMT, will depend on the number of PMTs considered. For 3, 4 and 5 PMTs, we would
get an optimal distance of the PMTs to the centre of the tank of 2 m, 1.5 m and 1.25 m, respectively
and a corresponding water height of 2.3 m, 1.7 m and 1.25 m. The parameter APMT is chosen by
placing the PMTs at a position such that together they can always collect the light produced by a
vertical entering muon in any position of the tank while minimising the overlap between PMTs, as
shown in figure 1 (left).

The water height is obtained, noting that we now aim for a Cherenkov light pool of a radius Aopt
and the Cherenkov angle of a relativistic muon in water is roughly ∼ 41◦. The higher the number
of PMTs, the lower the needed water height. The exact number of PMTs and thus, of the station
dimensions, will depend on the optimisation of several parameters. They will depend on the cost
of PMTs and the cost (availability) of water at very high altitude.

The walls of this WCD should be white diffusive to maximise the signal collection, essential to
effectively lower the energy threshold. The 2−3 ns time resolution needed to accurately reconstruct
the shower geometry can be achieved by exploring the direct Cherenkov light while the scattered
light can be used to increase the trigger efficiency.

Hence, here we aim to show that the tagging of muons through the signal time trace asymmetry
is a viable option. For that, we have considered four PMTs with the corresponding stated above
dimensions. Given the arguments before, the paper results should be valid for a slightly lower/higher
number of PMTs, provided that the dimensions of the WCD scale accordingly.

The extensive air showers used in this work were simulated with CORSIKA (version 7.5600)
[10] and the detector response using the Geant4 toolkit (with version 4.10.05.p01) [11, 12].

To train and assess the machine learning algorithms’ performance, we used proton-induced
shower simulations with energies �0 ∈ [4; 6] TeV. The showers were generated following a �−1

0
spectrum, an azimuth angle uniformly distributed, and a zenith angle \0 ∈ [5◦; 15◦] (vertical events)
and \0 ∈ [25◦; 35◦] (inclined events).

The experiment observation level was set at 5 200m above the sea level. In the energy range
used for this study (∼ 1 TeV), the number of muons at lower altitudes would be essentially the
same, and only the electromagnetic shower component would be attenuated (effectively increasing
the energy threshold). Thus, the method to tag/count muons in the WCD proposed in this work is
expected to work with similar performance regardless of the experiment’s altitude (provided that it
is above about 4 000m a.s.l.).

Two array configurations of WCDs are compared to investigate the impact of the WCDs
distribution at the ground in the results for inclined showers. The array matrices cover an area of
roughly 80 000<2 and have the following characteristics: a dense array with a fill factor of ∼ 80%);
a sparse array with a fill factor of ∼ 60% (there is no shadowing between stations).

A particular set of simulations was derived in order to enable a sensible comparison between
gamma and hadron events. Gamma-induced showers were generated with energies between �0 ∈
[1; 1.6] TeV, while proton-induced showers were simulated for energies between ∼ 600GeV and
6TeV. Afterwards, a cut on the total signal recorded at the ground was applied to emulate a typical
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Figure 1: (left) Geant4 visualization of the single-layered WCD design with four photomultipliers. (right)
Upper scheme visualization of the WCD. A dark circular area with a radius of 1.5 m was drawn around
each 8-inch PMT (represented as black circles). Taking into account the height of this WCD, the direct
Cherenkov light of a vertical muon that crosses the WCD through one of these areas should be detected by
its correspondent PMT (it could be detected by two PMTs in the case that a muon crosses the station through
the intersection of two dark areas).

energy reconstruction. Finally, weights were applied to ensure a realistic power law spectrum of
energies (expected to be ∼ �−2

0,W and ∼ �−3
0, ?). More details on the simulations can be found in [13].

3. Muon identification in the WCD

The muon identification is done by obtaining the probability of having a muon in the WCD
station, % (8)` ∈ [0; 1]. This is done through the analysis of each PMT signal time trace using a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [14]. As we aim to explore both the temporal (patterns in
the signal time traces) and spatial (asymmetry in the PMTs’ integrals) features, the model received
as input the following variables:

• Normalised signal time trace of each PMT;

• Integral of each PMTs signal time trace up to 10 ns after the start of the signal )0;

• Cherenkov light measured in the WCD (sum of the four PMTs’ signal trace integrals;

• Normalised integral of each PMTs signal time trace.

The CNN was then trained using solely stations with one single muon (i.e. no electromagnetic
contamination). For more details on the Machine Learning method employed and decisions taken,
see [13].

In figure 2 it is shown the inverse cumulative function for the probability % (8)` extracted from
proton-induced showers with �0 ∼ 5TeV. In the left figure, it is shown the impact of the electro-
magnetic contamination on the identification of the presence of muons in the station. Requiring
%
(8)
` > 0.5, the number obtained from the CNN upon the analysis of the WCD PMTs signal, one

can identify muons more than half of the times (red dashed curve). The chance to misidentify a
muon when there is none in the station is less than 10%. As expected, the tagging efficiency of this
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method is highly dependent on the electromagnetic contamination in theWCD, becomes ineffective
when the fraction of energy carried by the electromagnetic particles is higher than 50%.

This model was also tested for inclined showers and dense vs sparse arrays (see fig. 2). In this
figure, it can be seen that the method is nearly independent for any of the chosen configurations.
It must be said that for inclined shower samples, the model had to be re-trained, meaning that
one would need a CNN model for each zenith angle bin. Nonetheless, the ability to identify
muons without being affected by shadowing effects from nearby stations or more inclined particle
trajectories is a relevant characteristic for an experiment such as SWGO, where it is foreseen to have
both a compact and a sparse array.
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Figure 2: Impact of electromagnetic contamination using the normalised inverse cumulative function for the
probability % (8)` . Stations from proton-induced events with �0 ∈ [4, 6] TeV and \0 ∈ [5◦; 15◦].Normalised
inverse cumulative function of the probability % (8)` of stations from proton-induced events with \0 ∈ [5◦; 15◦]
(dense array) and \0 ∈ [25◦; 35◦] (dense and sparse array).

4. Gamma/hadron discrimination

While the accuracy on the identification of muons is important, the ultimate goal is to discrim-
inate gamma induced showers from protons. As such, in this section, we propose a gamma/hadron
discrimination strategy that relies on the use of solely the information extracted in the previous
sections at the WCD station level, % (8)` . This information should be combined at the shower event
level. A simple and intuitive observable was created for this purpose,

%` =

#(∑
8=1

%
(8)
` (1)

where #( is the number of WCD stations triggered in the event. As mentioned in section 2 the
simulations used to perform this test were produced to mimic the realistic experimental conditions:
same reconstructed energy at the ground, with realistic flux energy spectra.

In figure 3 (left), it can be seen by eye that there is a large discrimination power and that
the computed %` is significantly smaller for gamma induced showers than for proton. In fact, by
computing the signal (gamma) efficiency ( over the square root of the proton background

√
�, one

can obtain relatively high values for large gamma selection efficiencies. In particular, if one applies
a cut on the distance, accepting only stations above this cut, one can reach (/

√
� ∼ 4, values of the

order of those reported in [15, 16] for �0 ∼ 1TeV.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the probability %` after evaluating all the stations of the array for gamma and
proton induced showers with energies �0 ∈ [1; 1.6] TeV and �0 ∈ [0.6; 6] TeV respectively. Evaluation of
the (/

√
� achieved using selected stations as a function of the selection efficiency S for gamma-rays.
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Finally, it was checked whether the gamma/hadron discrimination model is sensitive to muons,
or any other shower feature, by plotting the correlation between the number of muons in the stations,
#`, and the discrimination variable %`. Such plot is shown in figure 4 (left), and it can be seen that
there is a strong correlation between the two quantities. In fact, it was possible to derive a linear
calibration between %` and #` and compute the bias and resolution obtained using this calibration
on the estimation of the number of muons present in the shower event. In figure 4 (right), it can be
seen that the bias is essentially negligible while the resolution having 20 muons in the shower event
is around 20%. In fact, by fitting to a functional form of 0#−1/2

` + 1, one can see that 1 (the method
intrinsic resolution) is ≈ 2%.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have argued that a relatively small single-layered water Cherenkov detector
can be a suitable option to the Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory, which is currently
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being planned. In particular, we have shown for �0 ∼ 1)4+ that by placing four PMTs at the
bottom of the station in well-chosen positions, it is possible to explore the PMTs signal time trace
to tag the presence of muons in the station. This method has a remarkable performance both for
vertical and inclined shower events, and for compact and sparse arrays. It is only undermined
by the sizeable electromagnetic contamination expected to appear at larger energies and close to
the shower core position (for instance, above � ∼ 50TeV, only stations about A ∼ 40m should
be used). However, the modular nature of the station can be used to explore other discrimination
options, such as statistical methods to remove the electromagnetic shower component at the ground
and identify the muons. Another interesting idea being currently explored is the analysis of the
shower footprint on the ground. This method takes advantage of the different shower development
of electromagnetic and hadronic showers, and it has given already promising results [17]. All in
all, there is still much work to be done to prove that small single-layered WCD is the right option
for SWGO, but the results obtained so far prove that it is an interesting path to be explored.
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